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1. Legal framework for energy efficiency policy in Ukraine


3. Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers No. 231 from 8 April 2015

4. Law No. 417 from 14 May 2015 on the features of the property right in the apartment house

5. Plan of the Gosenergoeffektivonst’ activities on implementation of the selected EU legal acts, indicated in the Association Agreement

6. Laws on introduction of agreements on energy services mechanisms in the budgetary organisations (No. 1409 from 11.12.2014 and No. 1313 from 09.12.2014) were adopted by the Supreme Council of Ukraine on 9 April 2015

7. Law «On changes of some Ukraine laws regarding creation of the competitive environment for electricity production from alternative sources». 
2. Overview of the main Energy Efficiency Policies and Measures in place

1. Government allocated 24.5 billion hryvnas from the budget for funding subsidies

2. Government compensates for citizens part of the funds for the replacement of boilers and isolation of houses

3. Citizens can receive a compensation from the state equal to 30% for house isolation

4. If replacement of the boiler or isolation of the house or apartment will be done by a person with the right for subsidies, investor is eligible for compensation of 70%

5. From the start of the program banks issued total amount of loans equal to 525.7 mln hryvnas for the replacement of gas boilers and purchase of energy efficient materials. Total amount of loans is 31 503.
3. Stakeholders involvement

1. President of Ukraine
2. Supreme Council of Ukraine
3. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine (Gosenergoeffektivnost’, Minregion, Minenergougol’)
4. Public organisations, international consultants
5. Local authorities
6. Unions of the property owners
7. Banks, donors
4. Overview of the main Measures under development

1. Among main tasks: provision of the energy efficiency in buildings, according to the EU requirements
2. - adaptation of the basic law in the field of effective use of fuel and energy resources
3. - creation of the Fund for Energy Efficiency
4. - development of an example agreement on energy services
5. Among main planned tasks:
6. - construction of production plants for pellets, boilers working on biofuels, replacement of natural gas
7. Work is continued on development of a new draft of the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan for the period till 2020
8. It is planned to create Ukrainian Fund for Energy Efficiency, working together with Donors Fund, to fulfill all these tasks and provide sustainable financing of energy efficiency programs.
5. Use of the energy statistics data for energy efficiency monitoring

1. Minenergougol’ uses data from generating companies to build the balance of power sector, create plans, strategies

2. Ministry of Economy creates forecasts of the energy balance

4. Gosstat of Ukraine is responsible for compilation of statistics according to the international standards

5. Gosenergyefficiency forms development plans for renewable energy sources and energy efficiency indicators
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